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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER A RECTANGULAR AIRFOIL WITH A PARTL4L-SPAN
SPLIT FLAP

By CARL J. WDNZINQEIIand THOMASA. HARRIS

SUMMARY

Premuredixh-ibuiien test~ of a Clark Y wing modd
with a partial-span qiit ji%p were maak to determim
the dtitribdon of air load ouer both the wing and the
flap. The model wu wed in conjunction with a re-
flection plane in the N. A. C. A. 7- by 10#oot wind
hum-d. Tlu fiO-percenLchordephl .jizp exiemi.ed over
the inboard 60 percent of the sennkpan. The teek were
mao%cd variOIMjlap dejleckionaup to @o and covered
a range of angleaof aitack+om zero lift to approximdely
maximum lijt for eachfip o?gilection.

The r& are given a8 airfoil sectionl or rib, pre88wre
diagramejor the wing withj?ap &raL. Increnwnte oj
airfoil section prw-ures are given for vati amownte
of&p O?@e’Ct&W80 tkd combimd w&7 ad @p 8ec-
tionprewure dia.gramemuy be obtained by a simple
addition, (%?adated coe@c&n.t8 oj 8ect?kn I?oadsand
moments and of wing loads and numwni%are also givtm
for the wing andj%p combindion andjar [hejikp ti.

It W-I.Sjound thut dq%zting a partial-pan split &p
a~ected tlu premwee and tlu 8ec-tti nonnuLforce and
Piiching-momeni coe#icie@ over tb entire mung span.
The $ap loaak and moments were almo8t con.dani aver
the span oj the partiul+ipanjlup for a given angle of
attack and jilzp okj%ctwn. %, maximum nOrmaL-jorce

and”hinge-mormvd coejicien#8 were aboui the same for
the partiu.kpan eplit @p of tlw preeent teets as for a
full-span spltiji%p previwdy twted.

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of aerodynamic and air-load
data is available for simple split flaps extending along
the entire span of the wing. (See references 1 to 3.)
However, because of the general use on present-day
airplanes of the outer portion of the wing span for
ailerons, most of the installations of split flaps have
been limited to the tier 40 to 60 percent portion of
the wing span. Some aerodynamic information on
partiakpan split flaps is available from wind-tunnel
force teats of both rectangular and tapered wingg
equipped with such flaps (references 4 and 5). There
are available, however, very few air-load and moment
data suitable for the design of wings with partkkpan
split flaps.

The present inv=tigation was made to obtain in-
formation, particularly of span load distribution, that
would be suitable for application to dmign problems
involving partial-spsn split tips. The data were ob-
tained from pressure-distribution tests of a TV@ model
with a 20-percent-ohord split flap in the N. A. C. A.
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel.
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FIGURE2.-Side viawofmcdelh tnnnal. FxouaE a.—l?rontvfew of mwlal fn tmmal.

FmuBa4.—~ dlstdbntionover airfoil cetfomat tbrwangksof atm 3J-W.
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pressure diagrams for the basic wing and as increments
in pressure or load for the ilapdeflected conditions.
The characteristics are given for the wing-and-flap
combination and for the flap alone.

MODEL AND APPARATUS

WING MODEL

The CIark Y wing used for these tests had a 20-inch
chord and a 60-inch semispan (fig. 1); the portion ex-
tending back to 80 percent of the wing chord was con-
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strutted of laminated mahogany. The trading-edge,
upper portion was constructed of )&inch-tick std
plate rolled to the contour and attached to the wooden
part of the wing with screws. The flap, which had a
4-inch chord and a 36-inch sernispan (20 percent c by
60 percent 6/2), was formed by hinging the inboard 60
percent of the metal lower surface of the rear part of
the wing about its leading edge. The flap was sup-
ported cd its leading edge by small piano-type hinges

md was set at the various
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deflections bv stitalle
~acer blocks as shown in iigure 2. The ga~ between
the leading edge of the flap and the wing was sealed
with plrdicine for all teats.

Pressure orifkea were built into the upper and lower
3urface of both the wing imd flap at several sections
along the semispau, 166 individual pressure ofices
being installed.The tubes from the orifices were
brought through the model and out at the inboard end.
Two orifices on both the upper surface of the flap and
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cmthe lower surface of the wing at sections E, F, and
G (i&. 1) were used to obtain the pressuresbetween the
Elapand the wing.

MANOMETERS

Two N. A. C. A. multiple-tube photagraphic-
recording manometers (described in reference 6) were
used to record the point pressures on the model. The
manometer was connected to the oriiices by means of
rubber tubing, so arranged as not to ailect the air flow
mer the wing.
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TEST ARRANGEMENT

The model was mounted in the N. A. C. A. 7-by 10-
foot wind tunnel (reference 7) in conjunction with a
reflection plane at the inboard end. (Seefigs. 2 and 3).
This plane extended from the top to the bottom of the
air stream and some distance ahead of and behind the
model and was so located that the model was placed
symmetrically with respect to the tunnel center line.
The tubes from the pressure oriiices were brought
horizontally through a rotatable section of this plane
to the edge of the jet and were grouped together to
form a streamline shape so that the air flow on the
oppositi side of the plane, on which the model was
located, was not appreciably disturbed.

TESTS

The static reference pressure used to maintnin the
dynamic pressure constant during the tests waa cali-
brated against dynamic-p=ure surveys at the model
location with the model removed from the tunnel,
The longitudinal static pressure at the model location
was also measured and used to correct the point pres-
sures to the correct reference pressure.

All the tests were made at a dynamic pressure of
16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air
speed of 80 miles per hour under standard sea-level
atmospheric conditions. The average Reynolds Num-
ber of the tests, bssed on the wing chord, was approxi-
mately 1,220,000.

The model was tested with flap angles of 0°, 16°,
30°, and 46°. The angles of attack covered a range
from approximately zero lift to 16° (approximately
C&m) with each flap setting, test points being taken
at 3° intervals. When the model had been iixed at
a given angle of attack with a given flap setting, a
few minutes were allowed for conditions to become
constant; a record was then taken of the pressures at
the orifices by means of the photographic manometer.

PRESENTATIONOF DATA

Seotion or rib pressure diagrams with the flap neutral
(@. 4) are given as ratios of point pressurep to dynamic
pressure q for a low angle of attack (– 60), an inter-
mediate angle of attack (60), and a high angle of
attack (150). h addition to the section pressure
diagrmns with the flap neutral, the increments of
point pressure with the flap deflected over the point
pressure with the flap neutral (both in terms of the
dynamic premure) are given (figs. 6 to 7) for all
flap deflections and for the thee previously mentioned
angkwof attack. On these diagrams the flap preasurea
are plotted from the deflected flap chord but normal
to the wing chord. Tho principal advantage of the
increment diagrams is that they may, by the principle
of superposition, be applied to pressure diagrams of
any other basic wing section that does not depart too
greatly from the Clark Y section of which the tests
were made.
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The data computed from the integrated pressure M

diagrams are given 99 nondimensionrd coefficients.
cm~4=—gcu~~~* pi~tig-moment COdicient

The coefficients for the wing-and-flap combination
about quarter-chord point.

~ flap section hinge-moment coefficientincludeJthe loads of the flap projected onto the wing %= *c,&
chord. The coefficients are defined as follows: about flap hinge.

Chf–~$b,lap hhge.
.

cz~=n~ airfoil section normal-force coefficif3nt. –—, fla hinge-moment coefficient about

/?&f Wing semispan T@ R-d Wlq Semispan Tip

FIQUKE8.-9P load dktributmn on the drfoll with the Cop detkated various amounts.

C.W=g*j wing normal-force coefficient.
(

(C.P.).= 0.25– ~
)

X100, airfoil section longi-
W tudinal center of pres-

c.J=-% flap section normal-force coefficient. sure in percentage. of
qcf ~>gh;:oe from wmg

‘f flap normal-force coefficient.ON,=~:

(
(C. F’.)z= 0.25– ~)mma~

X100, wing center of pres-
%1~4= ~, airfoil section pitching-moment .

qcu
sure in percentage. of

coefficient about quaxter-chord wing chord from wmg
point. leading edge.
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()J X100, flap. section center of pre9-(C.p.)f= – :
f sure m percentage of flap

chord from hinge.

oh,()(c.F’.)f= – ~ X1OO, flap center of presure in

%in
ercentage of flap chord fro n

ge.

()(c. P.).,a, = * X100, wing-lateralcenter of p~es-
Ww
4

sure in percen~e of wmg
semispan from wmg root.

~d,, W@ pitching moment about the quarter-lM
chord point.

Lf, flap section hinge moment per unit sprm
about the flap hinge.

H,, flap hinge moment about the flap tinge.

‘%~~ morn~t of wing semispan ]o~d about
wmg root.

M’kt, moment of flap semispan load about in-
board end of flnp.

q, dynamic pressure.
cm,wing chord.

Mfh,

()‘c.‘.)”=’= ~ X100, flap lateral center of pre9-

4
sure in percentage of fla
semisDamfrom inboard en:
of fla~.

where
M is the airfoil section normal force per unit

span.
NW,wing normal force.
nf, flap section normal force per unit span.
iVf, flap normal force.
%&,, airfoil section pitching moment per unit

span about the quarter+hord point.

CJ,flap chord.
/)=,wing span.
br, flap span.

In these coefficients it is to be noted that the chord
forces on the airfoil have been neglected; i. e., the
longitudinal center-of-pressure positions and the pitch-
ing-moment coefficients were derived solely from con-
siderations of the normal forces.

The airfoil section normal-force coefficient are plot-
ted against the wing semispan in figure 8 for all
flap deflections and all angles of attack tested. The
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airfoil section centers of pre3sure are plotted similarly
in figure 9. In addition to these data, the increments
of airfoil section normal-force and pitching-moment
coefficients, Ac~ and Ac~, for the three angles of
attack previously mentioned are given in iigure 10.
The airfoil section coefficients C=and % are also plotted
against angle of attack for all the flap deflections in
figure 11. The wing normal-force and pitching-moment
coefficients and longitudinal centers of pressureare plot-
ted against angle of attack for all flap deflections in
figure 12, and the wing lateral centers of pressure are
given for all flap deflections in figure 13.

The flap section normal-force coefficients are plotted
against flap sernispan in figure 14 for all flap deflec-
tions and angles of attack. It should be noted that
for 6,= 0° the coefficients were computed for the load
on only the lower surface of the flap, whereas for the
other flap deflections the coefficients include the loads
on both the upper and lower surfaces of the flap. This
condition also applies to the flap centers of pressure and
hinge-moment coeficiemk. The flap section centers of
pressure for all flap deflections and angles of attack
are plotted against flap semispan in figure 15. The
flmp normal-force and hinge-moment coefficients and
longitudinal centem of presmre are plotted against
wing normrd-force coefficients in figure 16 for all flap
deflections, The flap lateral centers of pressure are
plotted against angle of attack in figure 17.

PRECISION

Inasmuch as no air-flow alinement tests were made
in the wind tunnel with the test arrangement used
for this investigation, the absolute setting of the angle
of attack may be slightly in error; the relative angles
are, however, accurate to within + 0.1°. The flap
deflections were set to the speciiied angles to within
*o.l”. The point pressures based on check tasts in
which both the angle of attack and the flap settingswere
changed independently showed that they agreed to
within +2 percent, with the exception of the upper-
surface pressures near the wing leading edge which,
at high angles of attack, checked to within +5 percent.
The dynamic pressure recorded on each diagram was
accurate to within &0.25 percent for all tests. Since
the dynamic pressure was recorded on each diagram,
there is no relative error between it and the point.
pressure; therefore variations of the dynamic pressure
do not introduce any error in computing the coefficients.
None of the data has been correctad for the effects of
the jet boundaries.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSJON

SECTION PRE9SUR E DISTRIBUTION

The ,@stribution of pressure over the airfoil sections
with the flap neutral (fig. 4) is typical of that for wings
of4”Fectanguhm plan form. The expected high tip

R&Jf
—

WiAg semkp-a; np

FIQUBE10.—Inawmentain airfoil sectionnormal-forceand pltoblng-momentc@li-
ckmtdwith the tip deSwtd vmicnn amounts.

loads at the high angle of attack verify previous con-
clusions that structurally the rectangular tip shape is
poor. The data for angles of attack other than those
shown were not believed to be of sufficient general
intarest to include in this report.

The increments of pressure due to the deflected flap
at the low angle of attack, –6°, (iig. 5) show that the
partial-span flap ailects the load distribution on all
sections along the span of the wing. The fit section
outboard of the tip of the flap, section D, shows a
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peculiar resultant down-load increment at the trailing
edge of the wing, which increases as the flap is deflected
downward. There is cdso a considerable resultant
down-load increment on the trailing-edge portion of
the wing covered by the flap when the flap is deflected,
which increases with flap deflection. In addition, the
~ositive ~ressures on the lower surface of the wkw are. .
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increased more than the negative pressures on the
upper surface at a given flap deflection. The pressures
me increased the greatest amount near the flap hinge
and near the leading edge of the wing.

At the intermediate angle of attack, 6° (fig. 6), there
is a peculiar increase in load at the tip of the wing,
which is probably a function of the wing plan as well
as of the flap deflection. The increments of pressure
rd the trailing edge of the wing are quite similar to

those noted for the low angle of attack. In addition,
kheincrease in positive pressure near the flap hinge on
khelower surface of the wing is larger. This increase
n load near the hinge may be critical in rib design
mcause normally this portion of the rib does not have
arge loads. The negative pressure on the upper sur-
!ace near the leading edge increases at this angle of
~ttack by about 75 percent of the dynamic pressure
with the maximum flap deflection.

At an angle,of attack of 15° (@. 7) the increase in
.oad on the tip section is again evident. At this angle

]f attack the resultant down-load increment near the
kailing edge at section D with the flap down is less
Jmn for the lower angles of attack. The load incre-
nent on the portion of the wing above the flap is
~ery small but the incremant on the wing outboard of
;he flap is large, increasing with flap deflection. The
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WUMI 13.-Lateralmum of pr@sorO Of wfq wftb the tip deS&Md VMiOIU

amounts

arge increase in positiva pressure near the flap hinge
s also evident and is in agreement with the results of
ihe tests reported in reference 3. The increased nega-
tive pressure at the wing leading edge is about three
times the dynamic pressure when the flap is fully
ieflected.

V?l?JGLOADSANDMOMENTS

The airfoil section normal-force cmfhcients plotted
n @ure 8 show the actual distribution of the air load
flong the span for all the angles of attack and the flap
inflections tested. WW the flap neutral, the span
.oad distribution is typical of that for rectangular
tioils. With the flap deflected, the section normal-
~orcecoefficient increases along the entire span of the
wing. The rapid change in section normal-force co-
fioients at the tip of the flap is very noticeable. The
mrves show that the larger the flap deflection, the
yw.ater is the concentration of the load over the
lapped portion of the wing for a given total load.
rhe high tip loads maybe attributed to the particular
?lan form of the wing.

The section centem of pressure plotted against the
pn of the wing with the flap neutral (fig. 9) are
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typical of those for a wing of rectangular plan form. and moment diagrams of plain wings hwving similar
The center of pressure moves for-ward as the angle of protiea and plan forms.
attack is increased and is nearly uniform over the In order to complete the air-load information on wings
span except at the tips of the wing, which may be with this type of flap, more tests are desirablewith other
seen from the pressure-distribution diagrams (@. 4). wing profles and plan forms and flaps of different spans
V?ith the flap deflected (fig. 9), the center of pressure and chords. Such additional data would establish the
shifts rearward not only over the flapped portion of tiect of profile and plan form on section-characteristic
the wing but also over the rest of the wing to the ouh increments and on span-load and moment increments.
board end for the high angles of attack. For the low The curves of the section normal-force coefficient (fig.
angles of attack, the center of pressure shifts forward 11) show that for all sections except A and B the normal-
over the un.fhpped portion of the wing when the flap force coefficient is linearly proportional to the angle of
is deflected. attack born zero lift to 15° angle of attack. The pitching-

The increments of airfoil section normal-force and moment coefficient curves,except for section A,are rcgu-
pitchiug-moment coefficients caused by deflecting the lar, the moment increasingtoward the center of the wing.
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& previously pointed out,
the peculiar lords and mo-
menta at the tip section are
a function of the tip slmpe

Thevnrktion in the wing
characterktics with angle
of attack (fig. 12), caused
by deflecting the pmtird-
span flap a given amount,
checks rensormblywellwith
the results of force te9ta
(data unpublished). The
sudden change in normal
force at high negative
angles of attack with the
flap down 46° is worthy of
note. The samephenome-
non was encountered in
force tests with split flaps
(references 2 and 4) and
may result in critical loads
when considering a down
gust if flying at maximum
allowable speed with the
flap deflected. More dath
on conditions in this vicin-
ity are desirable.

flap (fig. 10) are probably of greater interest than the The lateral center of pre=sstie on the wing (fig. 13)
~~ coeftlcieuts for a particular model. The largest moves toward the plane of symmetry as the flap is
changw in section normal-force coefficient, Ac%= 0.75, Ideflected downward.
and in section pitch&moment coefficient, AcmdJ=
– 0.20, occur at the maximum flap deflection used and

FLU’LOADS.4N11MOMENTS

at 15° “angleof attack. The rapid chamgein both the The flap section normal-force coefficient me shown
wing normal-force and pitching-moment coei.licientsat in figure 14 for all flap deflections and angles of attack
the outboard end of the flap and the increase in the plotted againatflap span. For the zero flap deflection the
force and moment on the unflapped portion of the wing load on only the lower surface of the flap was considered,
are clearly shown by these increment diagrams. The but for the other flap deflections the load on both sur-
peak load and moment increments at the tip of the faces was included. The section normal-force coefficient
wing me probably a function of the rectmguhu tip of the flap increases with flap deflection but shows no
shape nnd might not be encountered with rounded wing consistent variation with angle of attack. l?or practi-
tips. It is probnble that these increments of loads and cd purposes the.akload distribution maybe considered
moments may safely be superposed on Imown span load uniform over the span of the flap.
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The flap section centers of pressure (fig.15) with the
flap neutral are rather erratic and vary over a large
range; for other flap deflections the flap center o~
pressure is essentially constant between 40 and 50
percent of the flap chord from the hinge axis.

J I I I I I I I I I I

FIQOEE l&—Kormal-force me13den& Mngemommt coefOden& and centers OL
pramuo of IMP for vmiorn tip delleclfmm

d C, degrees
~QUEE 17.—bteId c311kxsOf~ of tip forvarioustip detktfoxu

The flap hinge-moment and normal-force coeff-
icients (fig. 16) increase with flap deflection but show
no consistent variation with wing normal-force coeffi-
cient. The maximum flap normal-force coef%cient was
1.15, which checks the results of references 2 and 3 for
the same flap deflection. The maximum hinge-moment
coefficient of the flap was 0.5, which is about 10 percent
lessthan thatreported fort.hefull-spanflap of reference.

for small values of the wing normal-force coefficient
with the flap down 45°. With the flap neutral the
center of pressure moves to about 65 percent of the
flap chord at small values of wing normal-force coeffi-
cient. The lateral center of pressure on the flap (fig,
17) is at 50 percent of the flap span from the plane of
symme@, within +0.5 percent, for all flap deflections
and angles of attack tested.

The amount of leakage between the wing and a
closed split flap largely determines the hinge-moment
and normal-force coefficient for the neutral setting.
If there is any negative pressure on the upper surface
of the flap in the closed position, the hinge-moment
and normal-force coefficients wilI be increased. It is
possible that the force required to overcome the hinge
moment when the flap is neutral may be critical for
manual operation of the flap. Further teds of various
flap-neutral conditions seem desirable.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from the
results of the tests reported herein:

1. Deflection of the partial-span split flrLpaffected
the pressures and section normal-force and pitching-
moment coefficients over the entire span of the wing.

2. For the &g-flap combination tested, the flap
loads and moments were practically constant over the
span of the partial-span split flap for a given flap
deflection and angle of attack of the wing.

3. The maximum normal-force and hinge-moment
coefficients were about the same for the partial-span
split flap of the present tests M for a previously tested
full-span split flap.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
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